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From: Garwin Yip - NOAA Federal <garwin.yip@noaa.gov>


Sent: Thursday, May 16, 2019 9:24 AM


To: Cathy Marcinkevage


Cc: Howard Brown


Subject: Here's what I know


Regional review:


-- Rosalie reviewed ALL section, and cleared all except: the following that she wants to review after revisions:


++ Clear Creek effects section, which was sent back to her on 5/10


++ Intro to the Life Cycle Model


++ WR, SR, steelhead, and GS I&S sections


-- Maria reviewed:


++ Delta Division effects section: cleared for peer review


++ Winter-run I&S section: wants to see a revised draft before clearing


++ If she's reviewed other sections, she hasn't told me or doesn't have comments.


-- Chris hasn't reviewed any sections that were sent on 5/6, and if he has, I don't know about it!


Team stuff:

-- Shasta Division effects section: The 2 things you asked me to follow up on with Maria I didn't get around to


doing--issue with Table 1 and Oroville and floodplain.


-- I've reviewed all sections at least once


-- It might be helpful to open the most recent version of every section to see if there are any remaining


comments that need to be addressed, e.g., section 1 Introduction


Through e-mails or texts, you should know my schedule by now--"always" available via text, sometimes not


able to respond immediately. Available until ~12 pm today (in a group text including Maria I said 11 a.m. in


case someone wants to schedule a meeting that pushes right up to departure time), then sometime this evening,


maybe around the time of your second shift. Tomorrow is up in the air regarding engaging, but as with today,


"always" available via text. If there's sit down work, I can probably engage in the evening.


-Garwin-

_____________


Garwin Yip


Water Operations and Delta Consultations Branch Chief


NOAA Fisheries West Coast Region


U.S. Department of Commerce
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Sacramento, CA 95814
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